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Direction for the Question 40 to 42: Solve the questions given below on the basis of the following
information:

During a test match between India and Australia only �ive bowlers were used from India՚s side.
Following are the details:

Each bowler got a distinct number of wickets in the 1st innings (A maximum of 10 wickets can be taken
in an innings)

The bowler who got no wickets in the 1st innings got 5 wickets in the 2nd innings.

No bowler got more than 5 wickets in the two innings put together.

No bowler got zero wickets in the test match and Ishant got the maximum number of wickets in the 2nd

innings.

The total number of wickets that Bhubneshwar, Ishant and Jadeja got was the same.

Ashwin and Ojha together got 5 wickets in the 1st innings but they could not get any wicket in the 2nd

innings.

Jadeja got the maximum number if wickets in the 1st innings.

Q: 40. How many wickets did Bhubneshwar take in the 2nd innings?

(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

(D) Cannot be determined

Ans: B

Solution:

From (i)  . From (ii) and (iv) Ishant got 0 wickets in 1st innings and 5 wickets in 2nd

innings, hence his total wickets are 5. From (v) Bhubneshwar, Ishant and Jadeja got 5 wickets. From
(vii) Jadeja got 4 wickets in 1st innings this means he got 1 wicket in 2nd innings. From (vi) Ashwin and
Ojha did not get wickets in 2nd innings this means it can be 2 and 3 in any order. Following is the
distribution table:

Ishant Ashwin Ojha Jadeja Bhubaneswar

1st Innings 0 2 or 3 3 or 2 4 1

2nd Innings 5 0 0 1 4
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Q_40_Table	of	Innings	this	Means	It	Can	be	2	and	3	in	Any	Order

Total 5 2 or 3 3 or 2 5 5

Hence option B

Q: 41. How many wickets did Ashwin take in the 1st innings?

(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

(D) Cannot be determined

Ans: D

Solution:

Q: 42. If in both the innings put together Ishant, Jadeja and Bhubneshwar bowled 30 over՚s, 20 over՚s
and 28 over՚s respectively, then who among the three has the best strike rate? (Strike rate = balls per
wicket and each over consists of six balls)

(A) Ishant

(B) Jadeja

(C) Bhubneshwar

(D) Cannot be determined

Ans: B

Solution:

Ishant  balls/wicket. Strike rate of Jadeja 

 balls/wicket and Strike rate of Bhubneshwar  balls/wicket. Hence

Jadeja has best strike rate. NOTE: This can be answered without calculation.

Since all three got 5 wickets but Jadeja bowled least overs so his strike rate is best of the three

Q: 43. The sentences 1,2, 3,4 and 5 when properly sequenced, form a coherent paragraph. From
among the four choices given below the question, choose the MOST LOGICAL ORDER of sentences that
constructs a coherent paragraph.

1. In the latter part of the 19th century, German researchers considered drawing to be instrumental to
scienti�ic discovery.

2. Freud s drawings tell a story in three acts, from biology to psychology, from the microscope to the
couch.

3. Freud s drawings were serious science, the eel doodle notwithstanding.

4. Einstein once said that when he thought about science , he thought visually, he thought in pictures,
and this appears to be the case with Freud said Dr. Gamwell, a professor of science history.
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5. This was both as a way to capture microscopic details of nerve cells, for example, and to illustrate
theories of how the brain might work, said Lynn Gamwell, the curator and director of Art Museum at
the State University of New York.

(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

(D) 

Ans: A

Solution:

5 must precede 4 as short form of Lynn Gamwell is Dr. Gamwell. ‘This’ in 5 refers to

‘Drawing … discovery’ in 1. So 15 will come together. 2 seems to begin a wholly new line of thought,
hence it can come only at the end. 3 begins the topic of Freud՚s drawings. Answer – 31542

Q: 44. The following question has a paragraph from which the last sentence has been deleted. Choose
the option that completes the paragraph in the MOST APPROPRIATE way.

When a submarine earthquake occurs, it is likely to set up a tremendous amount of shock,

Disturbing the quiet waters of the deep ocean. This disturbance travels to the surface and forms a
huge swell in the ocean many miles across. It rolls outward in all directions, and the water lowers in
the centre as another swell looms up. Thus a series of concentric swells are formed similar to those
made when a coin or small coin is dropped into a basin of water. The big difference is in the size. Each
of the concentric rings of basin water travelling out towards the edge is only about an inch across and
less than a quarter of an inch high.

(A) Many of us have heard about these waves , often referred to by their Japanese name of tsunami

(B) The swells in the ocean are sometimes nearly a mile wide and rise to several multiples of ten feet
in height

(C) They cause tremendous destruction to life and property

(D) The swells are incomparable in its dimensions to any other kind of waves

Ans: B

Solution:

‘The swells in the ocean are sometimes nearly a mile wide and rise to several multiples of ten feet in
height.’ - Option (B) . The penultimate sentence of the given paragraph talks about the difference in the
size of the concentric swells formed in the basin of water and those formed in the ocean. Sentences
‘Many of us …’ and ‘They cause …’ use pronouns that incorrectly refer to rings formed in the basin,
since that is the last sentence given

Hence option B

Q: 45. The sentence below his two blanks followed by four pairs of words as choices. From the choices,
select the pair of words that can best complete the given sentence.
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Baseball is so ________ into the American native that it never becomes a/an ________ round of
technicalities.

(A) Bred, dreary

(B) drilled, invigorating

(C) consumed, gloomy

(D) impressed, morose

Ans: A

Solution:

We are trying to say that baseball is part of the American psyche. Since the preposition is “into” we can
choose bred or drilled. Consumed is wrong, impressed should take upon. Now for the second blank,
we are saying since baseball is such an technicalities. So we are looking for a word that means boring.
Dreary is that word. Invigorating is the opposite of dreary. Gloomy and morose are synonyms. Answer
- bred, dreary

Hence option (A)


